NZMMNA – Training Camps

- To be eligible for selection all players must attend the first camp at which the squad will be narrowed down to the team of 12 and 3 non travelling reserves.
- There will be no dispensations for non-attendance at the first training camp. Except for medical reasons and a certificate must be produced. Work commitments’ will not warrant a dispensation.
- The coach and manager of all our squads will keep records during the first camp so that if any player wishes to know why they missed selection there can be a data base to fall back on.
- All squad members who attend the first camp will be required to bring $100 deposit with them. If they are unsuccessful this will be reimbursed.
- The final team of 12 players and 3 non travelling players will be named the day after the first camp finishes.
- The equalisation process will apply for all training camps - All travel expenses totalled up and then divided by the number of individuals involved in the team.
- NZMMNA pays for the venue and $200 food for the camp.
NZMMNA – International Teams Selection Eligibility

- To be eligible to be named in any NZMMNA national squad you must have resided in NZ for no less than 6 months.
- If you have played internationally for another country the IFNA transfer and stand down rules apply.
- A player must play at the national tournament e.g Men’s or mixed nationals.
- If you are unable to play at the national tournament then a dispensation letter needs to be completed and sent to the NZMMNA Secretary 14 days prior to the start date of the tournament, it is the players responsibility to get all appropriate paperwork in by time. All dispensations are considered by the NZMMNA Executive Committee.

NZMMNA – Players Selection Process

- Players wishing to be considered for selection need to have indicated their availability on the team lists given in at the managers meeting.
- The squads of up to 20 players will be picked at either Mixed or Men’s National’s depending on what team is being chosen.
- The first training camp for all NZMMNA squads are to be held within 3 months of the squads being named.
- The final team of 12 travelling players and 3 non travelling players will be named the day following the end of the squad’s first training camp. With the non-travelling reserves being the first to fill any positions vacated by selected players withdrawing.

NZMMNA – Coaches and Selectors

- The selectors committee shall comprise of the coach and 2 selectors
- The coach of any NZMMNA team shall not play or coach any region during the National Tournament where they are selecting a squad.
- The selectors may be a coach, manager, umpire or player of a region at the tournament.
- The selectors shall meet daily to discuss their observations from the day.
- The Coach and Selectors will be introduced at the managers meeting.
- The selection panel shall converse prior to the tournament via email phone etc to discuss what selection process they will use during the tournament.
- The squad must be in the hands of the tournament convenor, before the start of the prize giving.

NZMMNA – Naming of Representative Squads.

- The full list of players in the squads shall be presented to the President or V/President before it is named. Which will be at the end of the tournaments prize –giving.
- After the naming of the squads the manager and coach will meet immediately with the players so that introductions can be made. The secretary of NZMMNA shall also be present so that all documentation etc. can be filled out.